The Most Accurate Forcaster of the Past Quarter Century?
I’ll give you a hint. You won’t see him on TV!
COMMODITIES

In the Fall of 1998 Stephen Briese toured North America presenting a series of seminars he called the Turning
Point Tour, advising investors that a major bull market was about to develop in oil and other commodities. This
view was controversial, contrarian, and correct. These 3 C's describe the majority of his major market timing calls.
Ten years later, on March 31, 2008, as the dollar collapsed while crude oil and other commodity booms were
widely forecast to “go to the moon,” Briese correctly forecast (in a Barron's front-page article
https://goo.gl/p83Req ) that commodity prices would plummet 50%, triggered in part by a major upturn in the
dollar. He was proved right by year-end.

CRUDE OIL

On June 19, 2008, as West Texas crude prices approached
their all-time high of $147 per bbl and analysts forecasting
$200-$300 oil, Briese called for a plunge to $30.00
(https://goo.gl/Uovuj8 ). Within days oil prices began to
collapse and six months later bottomed at $33.
Barron’s printed Briese sells 4 more times over the next 6 years. Then, after Briese predicted a
$20 low, On Dec. 2, 2014, in a segment called Oil Plunge: Who on Wall Street Got it Right?,
Fox Business News found only 3. One big bank analyst, and two academics, and: “Steve
Briese, publisher and writer of the Bullish Review of Commodity Insiders newsletter, was also
one of the few to currently predict an imminent plunge in oil prices...” (https://goo.gl/oipraV )

ECONOMY

While a handful of market analysts made themselves famous for identifying
one aspect of the 2008 financial crisis, Briese's readers were warned of
every major facet (in time to prepare).
• 2007: World-wide financial system is at risk.
• 2007: Triple-digit annual bank failures coming.
• 2007: US recession already here. (November 2007 issue)
• 2006: Stock and real estate bubbles threaten long and hard recession.
• 2004: Credit default swaps are a game of musical chairs.
• 2004: Unprecedented housing bubble growing.
• 2004: Fannie Mae & Freddie Mac gone wild.
• 2004: We will regret the Glass-Steagall repeal.
• 2003: Debt bubble hangs over economy.
• 2003: Derivatives threaten financial system.
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GOLD
At the 2011 gold market top, 148 analysts forecasted
much higher gold prices, with targets ranging from $2500
to $20,000! Check the list at https://goo.gl/AXxuLS
Only 1 analyst correctly predicted an imminent and
dramatic downturn: Stephen Briese. His forecast appeared
in Barron's August 27, 2011, days before the market top:
https://goo.gl/dA2vwt
Briese, author of The Commitments of Traders Bible (Wiley, 2008) has a
reputation as a commodities expert. His calls in currencies, financials, and
stock indexes are no less impressive. As one subscriber, who has been a
reader for 30 years, put it: “Steve is sometimes early, often very timely,
rarely wrong.”

STOCK INDEXES

Briese's major stock market calls over the
past quarter century have been impressive.

BITCOIN

Finally forced to cover Bitcoin once it became a futures
contract, Briese spent 3 pages of his December 17, 2017
Insider Money market letter warning his subscribers away
from cryptocurrencies, summarizing (the day of the market
peak): “Bitcoin has risen 1700%, breaking all modern
speculative bubble records. It is, therefore, likely to set a
new modern record for post bubble plunges.” You don't get
much better timing than this.

You won't find Briese at the Money Show. He prefers research to promotion.

